A Direct Linguistic Induction Method For Systems
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linguistic labels, and the consequent is a linguistic
label of the set SC.

Abstract
The aim of this paper is presented a method
for obtaining a linguistic model that reflects
the behavior of a combined well-known
data. The method is based on the technique
of successive division of the input space (as
CAKT[l] and ID3[4]). The obtained rules
have linguistic variables as antecedent and
consequent. So, incorporating the concept
of linguistic intervals (as disjunctions of
linguistic labels) the methods ID3 and
CART are generalized for working directly
with linguistic variables defined a priori.
Keywords: Linguistic Induction and Model.

1

Introduction

A linguistic induction method was develops for
getting the linguistic model, his method needs a set
of examples E and a set of sort linguistic labels [6]
for each one of input variables and the output
variable. The set E is formed by elements with the
is a real
structure ei=(4, ..., .;,y',ti), where
number defined in the domain of input variable 5,y'
is a real number defined in the domain of output
variable Y, and t is the time of the example. For
every one of the input variables 3 a set of linguistic
labels SAj is defined. The set SAj is represented as
S A ~= {sA;., SA; ,...,SA)J , where in SA: i is the position
of the linguistic label and j is the number of the input
linguistic variable, and j is the number of linguistic
labels in SAj. A set of linguistic labels SC is defined
for the output variable Y. The set SC has the
,...,sci7), where i is the
structure: SC= {sc',sc2
position of the linguistic label in SC', and j is the
number of linguistic labels in SC. The antecedent of
every rule is a conjunction of disjunctions of

.;

2

Induction Algorithm

The scheme of the induction algorithm is:
AND (x, is

SA;OR ...OR x.

is

S A )THEN
~
c i s SC']

WHILE (SomeRuleCanBeDivided) DO
R=GetRule(M,,,); //Get a rule from M.,, that can be divided
SPAR=Split(R); //SPAR is a Set of Pair of Antecedents
PR=SelectPairOfAntecedent(SPAR); //Select a pair
Simplify(PR); //The antecedents of PR are simplified
NR=CreareRules(PR); I/ Obtain the New Rules from PR
Ma.,=Ma,,-R+NR+Nh;INpdate M.., with the mles ofNR
END-WHILE

In the algorithm, M,,, is a linguistic model, Ris the
selected rule from Met, SPAR is a set that has pairs
of set of antecedent of rules (pair of set of linguistic
intervals) as elements, PR is a pair chosen from
SPAR, and NR is a pair of rules obtained from PR.
Initially, the algorithm creates the fist model M,,,
with a single rule: its antecedent has all possible
linguistic labels for all input variables, and the
linguistic label of the consequent is calculated
(section 2.4). Next, a loop is repeated while some
rule can be divided, the first sentence selects a rule
that can be divided (section 2.1). Then the
R of NCt
antecedent of R is divided in pairs of set of linguistic
intervals, which are introduced in the set SPAR
(section 2.1). After the best pair in SPAR is selected
using an evaluation function (section 2.4), the
selected pair is introduced in PR. The antecedents of
PR can be simplified (section 2.3), and two rules are
made using simplified PR, for this, the linguistic
label of consequent of the new rules is calculating.
Finally, the original rule is removed from Ma,and
the rules of NR are introduced in N,,.This process
continues until that any rule can't be divided. An
important feature of the algorithm is that during all
process a set of examples I!$ is associated for every
antecedent of a rule R. This set is a sub-set of the set

.

of examples E, and is compounded by the examples
of E that verify the antecedent of the rule.
2.1

Selecting a rule and Splitting its antecedent

A rule R must be selected for splitting its antecedent.
R must verify a condition for could be selected: for
some of the feasible pair of antecedents of rules R1
and R 2 obtained when splitting the rule R, the set of
examples &I and & of the antecedent of R1 and
R 2 respectively must have one or plus elements, this
condition will be represented formally soon.
For getting SPAR, for each disjunction of the
antecedent of the linguistic rule R is made a
combination of the successive linguistic labels
named linguistic interval. For example, lets
( S A ~ V S VSA~VSA;)
A~
the disjunction j of the
antecedent of the rule R, the figure 1 represents the
linguistic intervals obtained.

Definition 1. Lets a set of linguistic labels
SA, = {sA:.., SA: ,...,SA) } for a linguistic variable &. A
linguistic interval of length c (LI) is a set of
consecutive linguistic labels defmed in SA,, and is
~
SAP",..., SA,?('~)},where
represented as: ~ 1 5=,{SAP,
p is the position in SAj of the first label in the
linguistic interval and c is the number of labels in
the linguistic interval.
For instance, let us suppose that the set of linguistic
labels SA, is defined over the variable 3, and SA,
has the linguistic labels: VN, N, NR, P, and VN. The
linguistic interval of length 3 LI:,~
labels {N, NR, P) .

is the set of

Definition 2. Let's a real value q defined in the
domain of the variable 3, and a linguistic interval
of length c LI;,, , the membership function of LI;,,
is: p

(a,) =

(pa: (a,)), where

[p.-c-lI-

Ui.P
a ; € U ; ,

Figure 1. Combinations of a linguistic interval.

Tbe linguistic labels of the disjunction (linguistic
interval too) are grouped in the possible pairs of
linguistic interval. If a linguistic interval has n
linguistic labels, there are n-1 possible pairs. Each
pair of linguistic intervals is used for making the
antecedents of a pair of rules. For example, lets us
suppose that R is the selected rule for dividing, and
has the form:
IF (x I is

SA:

OR XI is SA: ) AND

(XZ

is

SA;OR xz is

SA; OR xz isSAZ4)AND (x3 is S A ~OR x3 is

pair2:
pair3:

SA:) THEN y is SC'

9

Definition 4. Let's a example ei=(x:, ...,xf,, yi,t')
and a set of m linguistic intervals SLI, the
membership function of SLI, is:

PsLIm(e,)= *(JLL17(x,))

(SA),(s&.s&.sA;)

(s~.s~),{s&.sA;)
{s~.s~~.s&).{sA,~)

This process is realized with all disjunctions of the
antecedent of R. So, if the rules have m disjunctions
in the antecedent, the set SPAR has

So, a antecedent with m disjunctions is represented
as a set of m linguistic interval. So, the antecedent of
the
example anterior is
equivalent to:
with
LI:~={S,$,s,4; 1 9
=13=
( LI&, LI:.~ LI:, 1
LI,",={sA;,sA;,sA;,sA;)
and LI:,={sA;,sA;).

SA; OR x~i

Using the method show in the figure 1 the possible
linguistic intervals of the disjunction 2 of the R are:
Pair 1:

Definition 3. The set of m linguistic intervals
defined over m different linguistic variables is
known as Set of m Linguistic Interval (SLIJ, and is
represented as: SLI, = {LI?,, ,LI;,>, ,...,LI;,,
),
where 8 is the position in SAj of the first linguistic
label in the linguistic interval j, and q is the number
of linguistic labels in the linguistic interval.

5tt, I) pair of
-

i
l

linguistic intervals, where ti is the number of
linguistic labels in the disjunction j. Some
definitions are got for representing formally how the
patitions are made.

,where j ~ [ l . . m ]and * is a t-norm.

.PJ

So, the method for obtaining the set SPAR from
SLI, consists in two phases:
1. The cj-I possible combinations (Figure 1) are
made for each one of the m linguistic intervals
LIZpj in SLI,,,. In general, in each combination p
of a linguistic interval j the first linguistic interval
is formed for the p first linguistic labels, and the
second linguistic interval for the final el-p
linguistic labek. For each linguistic interval

LI;Lj the next c,-I pairs of linguistic intervals
are obtained:
(u:,,
= (sA:).u ;' = ( S A ,!, S A ; ..... S A ; , J )
.. .
CU;, = CSA;,... SA;).
LI;;;:= ( s A ; ~ ,..,
S ~ ; ~ " - P J ) )

Each pair of linguistic intervals obtained in the
anterior phase is converted in a pair of sets of m
linguistic intervals. In general, for each
combination p of a linguistic interval j in the
original SLI, the two new sets of m linguistic
intervals are equal to SLI, except in the
linguistic interval in the position j that is
substituted by the new linguistic intervals L I I ,
and
2.2

LIZ:;

respectively, and the a-subset ~ i -of$examples
~ ~ of
E ~ with
,
output linguistic label SCk is denoted as

where

k is the position in SC of the output
linguistic label, and i represents SLIi.

Our proposition for evaluating PSLI is based in the
concept of a-subset. Each linguistic interval (SLI;) in
PSLI is evaluated by the function:

where j, is the number of linguistic labels of SC,
N ( E : ) is the number of examples of the a-subset

E: , N(EsLli)is the number of examples of the set

respectively.

Evaluation Function

For obtaining the evaluation fhction each SLI, in
SPAR has associated a set of examples EsLI , and
the a-subsets of examples are defined (Definition 4).
The
set
of
examples
EsLImis:

k

of examples EsLI,associated to the set of linguistic
intervals SLL., ej,k is the example j in the a-subset of
examples of E: with the output linguistic label S C ~ ,
and

y,j is the output value in the example ej,k,and *

is a t-norm in the expression

* bse
o.:), psu (e,,,))

.

EsL, = E ER /pSLlm
(e;) > 01, where I$ is the set
of examples of the set of linguistic intervals used for
obtaining SPAR.

The next expression is used for evaluating PSLI:

So, the subset EsL, is built with the examples of &
that has a grade of membership to SLI, over 0.

Finally, from the set SPAR is selected the PSLI that
verifies: PLSI=max(Eval(PSLIi)), where i take
values since 1 to number of pairs in SPAR.

Definition 5. Let's an output linguistic label sC?
defined in the set of linguistic labels of the
consequent SC, and a set of examples ESIm of a set

2.3

of m linguistic intervals SLImm

is the a-subset

of examples of EsLI with the output linguistic label
SCL

.

and

is

defined
~ 2 3=~{ ei- E," I pSc.(yi) > a} with

as:
ei=(xf ,

...,Xmi ,Yi,ti).

That is, the set E::

E V ~ U P S L I )E"OI(SLIi)
=~
i=I

Simplifying the linguistic intervals

The two antecedents SLIl and SL12 of the selected
pair of sets of linguistic intervals PSLI can be
simplified, so the first and last linguistic label for
each linguistic interval
in SLIi is changed;
therefore the number of linguistic labels in SLI, is
decremented. The new first linguistic label SA; in
eachlIZPjis

is formed by the examples of

ESLCthat have a grade of membership to the output
linguistic label SCkmore than a.

the

first,

3 e E~S L I , / ~ 5 4 ( ~ j )where
>0

which

verifies:

3 is the real value in the

position j of the example e, and the last SA: is the

one that verifies 3e E E~,, I p s4 (x,) > o .
For simpli@ the notation each pair of sets of
linguistic intervals (PSLI) in SPAR is represented as
Thus, if the first and the last linguistic labels of the
(SLI,, SL12). Consequently, the subset of examples
simplified linguistic interval are S A and
~ SA:
of SLI, and SLI2 are named E,,, and E ~ ~ , ~
d

respectively, it has l-j+I linguistic labels, and is
represented as wjl;f+l).

1 shows the model, D m , DKNEE, DDORSI and
KNEE are the linguistic intervals obtained.
Table 1. Obtained model

Create the rules from PSLI

2.4

Each SLIi is equivalent to an antecedent of a rule, so
the conversion of this to an antecedent is trivial, an
example is shown in the section 2.1. The next
equation is used for obtaining the linguistic label of
the consequent:max ,DSc,(v),
where w=l..i, and
SC"

ZY' where E,,, is the set of examples of SLIi,

NIEm,)

y =

=

WE,, )

N(E,, ) is the number of examples in E,;, and 9
is the output real value in the example ei which
belong to E,,,;.
So, the linguistic label selected for the consequent is
the one that has the maximum grade of membership
to the medium value of the output values in the
examples of Emf.
2.5

End of the algorithm

The algorithm finishes when for each rule R of the
model verify: Ve, E E, ,*(p, (ei),pscl(yi)) >= 0 ,
with ei=(x:, ...,X L , ~ ' , ~ ' )SLI
,
is the set of
linguistic intervals equivalent to the antecedent of R,
and SCwis the label of the consequent of R.
3

Proof of the algorithm

The algorithm has been applied to obtain a linguistic
model of the human's walk. Human's walk has been
studied using biomechanical models [3,5,7]. There
has been some debate as to the most appropriate
method of defining joint angles [5], which are a
rotation of the distal segment relative to the
proximal segment. One of these rotations is defined
as flexion and extension (FE). The FE angles of the
hip (RHIP), knee (RKNEE) and foot (RDORSI) of
the right leg are used as input variables, as output
variable is used the FE angle of the knee of the left
leg. A set of seven linguistic labels is defined over
input and output variables. The linguistic labels are:
Very
Negative(VN),
Negativew),
Few
Negative(FN), Norm(NR), Few Positive(FP),
Positve@)'
and Very Positive(VP). The set of
examples is property of Dr. R. Baker and are
obtained
from
the
web
"guardian.curtin.edu.au/cga/data/index.h7. Table

4

Conclusions and futures works

A new algorithm for inducing a system of linguistic
rules from a group of data is defined. The obtained
results allow to confum that the error made by the
used methodology is similar to classic algorithms as
ID3 and CART, and new algorithms like ADRI [2].
It is of highlighting that in front of these algorithms
the use of linguistic variables from the origin of the
same one, reinforces the descriptive and qualitative
character of the obtained pattern; in front of other
quantitative methods. The work of immediate future
that we are making is to incorporate a refinement
phase by means of the use of technical as ANFIS, or
genetic algorithms that allow to diminish the errors
of the pattern.
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